Website development
We design and develop fully functional, data-driven
websites. Trust FreedomForge to bring your business
into the internet age. A strong web presence drives
new sales and helps keep existing customers.

Desktop Software
Utilize our experience in creating desktop software to
increase the productivity of your operations.
FreedomForge can create a custom solution targeting
Windows, Mac or Linux desktop computers.

Desktop ● Web ● Mobile ● Server
FreedomForge.net

Mobile applications
Take your ideas on the go with FreedomForge mobile
application development. Leverage the popularity of
hand held devices and smartphones to deliver your
business solution to customers wherever they are.

Database design
A good database design ensures your business
information is kept secure and accessible.

Office Automation
A small routine for Microsoft Office can save your staff
thousands of hours of work. If you find that
maintaining your Microsoft Office documents has
become more costly as your business grows, talk to
FreedomForge about Office Automation.

Software Consulting
FreedomForge can offer advise and consulting for a
wide range of software and information technology
obstacles. Take advantage of our extensive, cross
industry experience without the high cost of a
permanent IT manager or software developer.

FreedomForge.net
jaemuzzin@gmail.com
519-968-3648
51 King Street
Harrow ON, N0R 1G0

The FreedomForge Difference:
Professionalism

Your Competitive Edge
Do you have a software idea in mind and are in
need of a low cost way to implement it? Do you
need to integrate, piece together, or connect two
different information systems? Does your
business rely on legacy custom software that
continually has to be updated and maintained?
Are you looking for a database design or a
dynamic website? FreedomForge builds software
solutions for your most challenging problems.
At FreedomForge, the technological challenges of
modern business are our driving passion. We
strive to deliver the most cutting edge, carefully
tailored solutions to solve your business needs.
We understand how technology delivers a
decisive business advantage and our goal is to
engineer software solutions for today's
enterprise.

Our Services At A Glance

Outstanding software development from qualified
professionals
•
•
•
•

Competitive Rates
Based in Ontario, Canada
Specializing in Open Source solutions
Over
10
years
of
professional
development experience

Trustworthiness

•

Teamwork

•

Leadership

•

Communication

•

Website development

•

Modern Skills

•

Desktop Software

•

Minimizing Risks

•

Mobile applications

•

Accountability

•

Database design

•

Enterprise solutions

•

Office automation

•

Software Consulting

The Software Development
Process

Technologies

Software Solutions From
FreedomForge

•

Java

Android

.NET

Crystal
Reports

MySQL

SOAP

CSS

JavaScript

MS Office

iPhone

Linux

C/C++

Symbian

JavaEE

HTML

Windows

MS Access

SQL Server

CMS

Visual Basic

PHP

DB2

ASP

XML

Ask Us!

Our first step is to assess the requirements of
your project and work out a detailed budget
to minimize your development costs. Next,
we create a detailed design plan of the
application. Every important detail of the
design is communicated with you to ensure
that the software solution exactly meets your
needs. Next we begin to write the code that
powers your application, where each line of
code is thoroughly tested to ensure the
highest level of quality assurance. As the
project evolves, you are able to review the
progress and offer feedback. After the project
is finished, FreedomForge offers ongoing
support and maintenance services to bring a
software solution that delivers value for many
years to come.

